Abstract: We present a resummation valid to next-to leading logarithmic accuracy of the non-global and clustering effects in groomed (with modified mass drop tagger) multi-pronged observables. These effects are universal in the sense that they depend only on the flavor structure of the 1 → 2 splitting forming the multi-pronged subjets and the opening angle of the splitting, being insensitive to the underlying hard process or underlying event. The differential spectra with and without the non-global and clustering effects are presented, and the change in the spectra is found to be small.
Brief Discussion of Clustering Effects and NGLs
In Refs. [1] and [2] , a factorization for two versus one pronged jets using the jet shape D 2 and the modified mass drop tagger (mMDT) [3, 4] or equivalently, soft drop with angular exponent β = 0 [5] was presented. Within Ref. [1] , it was argued that the non-global and clustering effects do exist (in a limited sense) when the jet has genuinely two prongs. The two prongs creates an effective jet area for secondary splittings to radiate into, where the groomer cannot remove them. The purpose of this note is to provide numerical evidence that these effects are small, by detailing the large-N c resummation to leading logarithmic accuracy of both the clustering and non-global effects, justifying the claimed next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) accuracy of the resummation in Ref. [1] . An outline of the algorithm used here to estimate the effects of the non-global radiation was already presented in Ref. [1] , where the numerical results were used to conclude that the NGL effects were small. Here we simply provide a detailed analysis of the numerics and presentation of the algorithm. 1 The clustering and non-global effects 2 are incorporated formally in our factorization formulae within the collinear-soft function:
C s e 3 , z cut = 1 N i tr[T 0|T {S a S b Sn}Θ e 3 − E 3 SD Θ SD (z cut )T {S a S b Sn}|0 T] .
(1.1) n = (1, −n) is the recoiling direction of the jet, whereas the directions a = (1,â) and b = (1,b) are the directions of legs of the dipole structure selected by the requirement e 3 (e 2 ) 3 , that is, the directions of the subjets, with some opening angle θ ab . T is a color generator fixed by the flavor structure of the splitting, that the color indicies of the wilson lines contract into. The jet axis isn =â +b |â+b| . Thus the soft function is sensitive to two soft scales set by e 3 , and z cut , as well as the modified geometrical structure of the jet due to multiple emissions. Emissions that are clustered into legs a and b at one emission level may not be so clustered at higher orders due to other emissions that are closer in angle, yet outside the clustering region of the two-prongs. The boundary set by R of the groomed jet is irrelevant for the issue of non-global logarithms (NGL) of the groomed jet, since we may always take the emissions that do not 1 For a detailed discussion of the physical observable, its factorization and resummation, we refer the reader to Refs. [1] and also [6] .
2 For recent work on the theory of non-global correlations, see [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
cluster into the dipole to fail soft drop, wherever they are. Thus the only relevant geometrical constraint is that we are concerned about the history of emissions at angles greater than θ ab tô n, where the precise region that is clustered into the legs is given by the Cambridge/Aachen algorithm [18] [19] [20] . We emphasize at this level already, the NGLs and clustering logs within the groomed jet are much less worrisome than traditional NGLs. This is due to the fact that the NGLs and clustering logs are local to the jet, that is, process independent, and largely determined by the flavor structure of the splitting giving rise to the subjets, and possibly the opening angle of the subjets θ ab . This is due to the fact that the subjet splitting is boosted deep into the fat jet, so all other eikonal lines of the process are collapsed onto a single recoiling direction. 3 The grooming algorithm guarantees only these quasi-collinear eikonal lines can contribute to the NGL distribution, and the possible clustering effects. That is, if a set of eikonal lines emits into the region subtended by the subjet splitting, and neither leg of the radiating dipole is the a or b leg of the subjets, the probability for the emission to be clustered will be proportional to θ 2 ab 1, a power suppressed contribution. Thus only the boosted set of eikonal lines forming the subjet splitting can contribute. Hence the distribution is universal, and can in principle be computed once and for all.
We give a procedure to compute these effects below, which we used to estimate whether our predictions for the distributions from exponentiating the global contributions were sufficient for NLL acurracy. The main theoretical interest is the necessity to keep track of the whole history of emissions in the cascade of soft partons, due to the Cambridge/Aachen clustering metric. 4 This entangles the emissions off of distinct dipoles, which can often be considered independently in their evolution history if the phase-space constraint is geometric to all orders in perturbation theory.
Monte Carlo Algorithm for Clustering Logs and NGLs
This is a description of a Monte Carlo algorithm for computing the soft drop non-global logarithms and clustering effects for the e 3 distribution. The main idea was summarized in Ref. [1] , Appendix E, and follows the scheme first outlined in Ref. [25] , but we now spell out the algorithm in detail. To single-logarithmic accuracy in the large N c limit, this algorithm computes the NGLs and clustering logs for the collinear soft function C s given above. We need:
• All four vectors are null, and determined by their spatial direction, e.g., a = (1,â).
• a, b are the hard prongs of the soft dropped jet.
• List of emissions E.
• List of dipoles D, where an element is given by {x, y, ∆η xy }. x, y are the null directions of the legs, and ∆η xy is their opening angle in rapidity.
• Histogram H t , indexed by resummation time t = αsC A π ln zcut e3 .
• Angular cutoff δ. 3 This feature of NGL distributions in a boosted jet was already noted in Ref. [21] , where it was argued that the NGL's for the ungroomed jet mass distribution at small cone size R 1 are the same as the NGL's for the hemisphere jet mass distributions, see also Ref. [22] for an argument based on conformal symmetry. 4 This would complicate an evolution equation description of the kind found in Ref. [23] and [24] .
• w, the weight of the current event.
• Rapidities are calculated in the lab frame.
In what follows, we denote the angle between eikonal lines x and y by θ xy . We let:
First zero out the histogram H t = 0 , ∀t.
• Initialize:
For instance, for the various splittings, we have the dipole structures:
The differential probability for generating an emission in direction j from the set of dipoles D is then:F
Where the soft drop virtual subtraction phase-space C ab j, {a, b} is defined in Eq. (2.10). The algorithm is now:
1. Calculate ∆η tot by summing over the ∆η's in D. Generate a random ∆t via the probability distribution:
Increase t by ∆t.
2. Select the dipole {x, y, ∆η xy } ∈ D randomly with probability ∆ηxy ∆ηtot .
3. Create emission j randomly with distribution W xy (j), such that x · j, y · j > 2sin 2 δ 2 . 4. Calculate:
where θ xy is the angle between x, y.
5. If C ab (j, E) = 0 & C ab j, {a, b} = 0, then the emission is not clustered into the emissions a or b before a, b are clustered together, nor is it possibly a virtual subtraction. Delete {x, y, ∆η xy } from D, add {x, j, ∆η xj } and {j, y, ∆η jy } to D, and add j to E. Goto step 1.
6. If C ab (j, E) = 0 & C ab j, {a, b} > 0, then the emission is not clustered into the emissions a or b before a, b are clustered together, but it can be a virtual subtraction.
• x = a i and y = b i for all original dipoles {a i , b i }. Delete {x, y, ∆η xy } from D, add {x, j, ∆η xj } and {j, y, ∆η jy } to D, and add j to E. Goto step 1.
• Either x or y is a leg of an original dipole. Then X = ComputeVeto(j, x, y).
• If X > 0, then with probability X, we delete {x, y, ∆η xy } from D, add {x, j, ∆η xj } and {j, y, ∆η jy } to D, and add j to E. Goto step 1. Otherwise, we throw away this emission j, and goto step 1.
• If X ≤ 0, then add wX to H t , reset w to w(1 − X), and goto step 1.
7. If C ab (j, E) > 0, then we cluster j into a or b, then
• x = a i and y = b i for all original dipoles {a i , b i }. Then add w to H t and start new event, re-initialize.
• If either x or y are legs of the original dipole, X = ComputeVeto(j, x, y).
• If X > 0, then with probability X, we add w to H t and start a new event, re-initialize. Otherwise, we throw away this emission j, and goto 1.
The Veto
This is how we compute the reweighting veto, ComputeVeto(j, x, y) :
, y} is one of the original dipoles, then:
• x = a i , a leg of one of the original dipoles D i , but y = b i , then,
• y = b i , a leg of one of the original dipoles D i , but x = a i , then,
The calculation of the reweighting X value in the ComputeVeto function splits the virtual subtraction between the two legs of an initial dipole according to which leg it is closer to. So for instance if the virtual subtraction is due to the initial dipole which is the a, b-dipole forming the subjets, we justify the partitioning of the subtraction as follows: where the virtual subtraction has angular phase space given by θ SD = C ab j, {a, b} , see
Ref. [1] . We note that the phase-space given by the function C ab j, {a, b} is the same angular phase-space used to define the (sudakov) global logarithms. If the virtual subtraction is from an a −n or b −n-dipole, that is, a dipole formed from an initial leg and the recoiling direction, then the θ-function in Eq. (2.12) or Eq. (2.13) is always satisfied. That is, an emission that is closer to the recoil direction then to either leg a or leg b cannot satisfy θ SD > 0 when θ ab 1. 5 The real emissions have an angular phase space that is dictated by the complete emission history up to this point. Thus the algorithm naturally incorporates the clustering effects that arises from mis-matching phase space constraints between the exponentiated one loop result and the result given by multiple emissions.
Discussion of Cambridge/Aachen Clustering History
In the above algorithm, we are working in the strongly energy-ordered limit. Formally, every emission has an energy much greater than all subsequent emissions. This is justified in part due to the fact that the collinear-soft function itself is a product of eikonal lines, and thus already contains the strongly energy-ordered QCD diagrams as a proper subset of its full diagrammatic expansion.
Since the emissions are strongly energy-ordered, if emission p j is produced late in the cascade, we simply need to compare the angle that this emission has to all previous emissions, assuming the previous emissions satisfy:
• They fail soft drop on their own.
• They have not clustered into a or b before a, b are themselves clustered.
Emission p j will be clustered into whatever prior emission it is closest to in angle. Moreover, by the strong energy ordering assumption, it will not change the direction of that emission. 5 We also keep track for a given direction which dipole the leg originates from in the cascade. That is, the leg a could be both in the a − b dipole and the a −n-dipole. We compute the weight X in the ComputeVeto function according to the original dipole that the leg is descended from.
Thus it can only contribute to the observable e 3 if it manages to be clustered into a or b before it is clustered into any emission generated so far in the cascade, that is whether:
Note that any later emission after a given real emission has been established in the cascade cannot change the directions of the emissions it may be clustered into: the resulting pseudoparticle in C/A will point in the direction of the more energetic emission. This is exactly true if one used a winner-take-all clustering scheme of Refs. [26, 27] , approximately true if using a standard E-scheme, where one simply sums the momentum. Thus softer emissions cannot change whether p j above is clustered into {a, b} or not. The action of the clustering history is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Numerical Results
First we present the NGL/clustering contribution to the collinear-soft function, having factored out the global evolution (this is the direct output of the MC algorithm above): 6
The scales µ e 3 and µ zcut minimize the logarithms given by the calculation of the one-loop anomalous dimensions, as discussed in Ref. [1] . We use an angular cutoff of δ = 0.002 in what follows.
In Figure 2 , we plot the non-global and clustering modification factor g N GL SD (t, θ ab ), for the splittings g → gg, q → qg, and Z → qq. We give the distribution for a variety of opening angles θ ab for the collinear splitting, and find that as θ ab → 0, the distribution tends to a universal value, very weakly dependent upon the exact value of θ ab . The fact that the quark initiated splittings tend to the same asymptotic value is expected given the arguments of Ref. [16] . The asymptotics is determined by the number of legs in the active jet region, which in this case is the one recoil direction. Moreover, we find in Figure 3 that we have to a good approximation the different flavor splittings satisfy:
This is a very unexpected result, since the different initial dipole configurations ought to lead to very different branching histories, which the C/A clustering is sensitive to. If the real emission phase space constraint did not depend upon the emission history off of all dipoles, like in the hemisphere case (where the geometrical constraint for real emissions is the same for all soft emissions to all orders), such a result would have been expected, based on the large N c factorization of color-disconnected dipoles. The D 2 relative probability spectra, for a variety of groomed jet masses for gluon initiated jets, and comparing the change in the spectrum with the inclusion of non-global and clustering effects.
In Figure 4 , we plot the difference between the D 2 spectra with non-global and clustering effects, and the spectra with simple exponentiation of the global anomalous dimensions. We give the results for gluon initiated jets, with three different mass cuts m j = 45, 90, and 135 GeV, with a jet energy of 500 GeV, in order to probe different opening angles. Since the nonglobal and clustering distribution is strongest for the gluon, we do not include distributions for the quark or Z initiated jets. We can clearly see that the non-global and clustering effects are well within the uncertainty estimates due to scale variation of the starting and ending scales of resummation (this is including variations in where to start the non-global resummation), and that for the most part, simply exponentiating the global anomalous dimensions gives an accurate description of the NLL spectrum. Ultimately, this small effect of the non-global and clustering logarithms is due to the ratio of scales of the distinct soft regions in the function C s (see Appendix A of Ref. [1] ):
z is the energy fraction of one of the subjets of the splitting. We note that this is a pessimistic estimate for the ratio of scales the non-global resummation is sensitive to, since: The D 2 relative probability spectra, for a variety of groomed jet masses for gluon initiated jets, and comparing the change in the spectrum with the inclusion of non-global and clustering effects. We give the effect on the distribution for gluon jets for z cut = 0.05 and 0.2 for m J = 90GeV .
For z cut = 0.1 or 0.05, this is never a very large ratio of scales (that is, much much greater than 1) until well after the sudakov suppression of the cross-section sets in. We illustrate the effect of changing z cut in Fig. 5 . However, we caution that as z cut → 0, non-global effects associated with power corrections due to the expansion
z cut can become important, and which are not considered in this study. Note that these non-global effects would also effect the soft-drop/mMDT groomed jet mass distributions of Ref. [3, 4, 28, 29] .
